
QUESITI CONOSCENZA LINGUA INGLESE SORTEGGIATI NELLA SEDUTA 

DEL 07.10.2021 

 

The public or private worker who does not have a Green pass is considered "unjustified 
absent until the presentation of the aforementioned certification and, in any case, no later than 
31 December 2021, without disciplinary consequences and with the right to retain the 
employment relationship" 

In the explanatory report of the decree some criticalities found in the service are listed: the 
number 800 91 24 91 for technical assistance was overexposed in the media as generic 
support for the Green Pass, causing an overload of requests. 

Which is the difference between first aid and emergency assistance. With first aid its 
means the all actions that pretends to help one or more people in danger, while it waits the 
arrival of the qualified help. Any action must be done without having evaluated the scene of 
the event. 

Meanwhile the emergency assistance is the “intervention realized by medical personnel 
trained for this task ”, which they are normally in organized structures for that purpose, 
equipped with infrastructure and spaces specifically dedicated. 

Signaling the First Aid alarms In case of a medical emergency signaling, every worker must 
contact the first aid employee, following the procedures as indicated: - It goes immediately on 
the place of the event, taking the first aid kit a the closest point to the accident; 

- Verify the scene of the event is safe, - Verify the conditions of the person, clarifying with 
eventual witnesses what happened; - Evaluate the necessity to call the first aid taking all the 
necessary conditions: • Nature of the accident and symptoms found;  

The most common causes of fire…- Electrical systems designed, realized or used not 
properly. - Misuse of electrical equipment (examples: portable stoves, block the ventilation, 
etc.) - Smoking in prohibited areas or throw cigarette butts without precaution - Deposit or 
misuse of flammable or combustibile substances. 

…and the consequences! - Panic of the people involved - Reduction of the visibility - 
Intoxication and anoxia - Phenomena burns - Serious structural damages to buildings 

What to do in case of fire? In the case that a fire develops at the place where we met, it is 
appropriate: - Give the alarm voice immediately to the fire department or through the alarm 
button 

 In case when the fire alarm sounds, must be: - Lock well the door behind, being secure that 
nobody is inside, waiting for help. - Abandon the place and… 

… in case of evacuation - Address tidily to the establish point, following the orders of the 
emergency employees - Only use the stairs and don’t the elevator 

- Do not return for personal objects neither for other reasons - Do not stop for long time on 
escape routes or near emergency routes  

 WORKPLACES are those spaces that house workstations located within the company or 
production unit, as well as any additional company or production unit accessibile to 
employees for their activities 

Workplaces must comply with all the provisions set out in Legislative Decree 81/08. The 
employer must ensure that: - the inner or outer circulation streets leading to exits or 
emergency exits, as well as the latter, are kept clear in order to allow for their use in all 
circumstances; 

The purpose of safety signs is to catch the worker's attention for an easy and immediate 
understanding of potentially risky objects and / or situations. 

Workplace signs play a vital role in the prevention of accidents, but are not, under any 
circumstances, a protection measure. In signs the message is shown through: the COLOUR, 
SHAPE and SYMBOLS that, combined together,make the sign unique and unmistakable. 

 


